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JaBaDaBaDo is a Swedish design company that manufacture and sell children’s wooden 
toys, nursery and kids room furniture and decorations. We combine Scandinavian design 
with unique patterns and contemporary colors. 

The company is a family business founded in 1993 by the spouses Eva and Calle. They 
share a passion for design, handcrafted children’s toys and decorations. Since then our 
business has grown and today the JaBaDaBaDo collection is sold in Scandinavia and 
Europe through a growing network of distributors. 

At JaBaDaBaDo we will always be child at heart; we are driven by our love for the little 
ones. Our philosophy continues to be based on our core concept; to design high quality 
and fun products that support children’s development, playfulness and imagination, 
bringing a sense of fun and happiness into their little magic world. 

All our products are designed in-house and produced with carefully selected materials of 
highest quality. A large part of the collection is made of natural materials such as wood 
and cotton. Materials that will satisfy parent´s requests for quality and make the toys last 
for the next generation to cherish and love.

The products are created with great passion and innovation in order for them to be fun 
and functional, have exciting shapes and innovative patterns that bring happiness and joy.

We never run out of new ideas and our designers are constantly creating new lovely pro-
ducts. The JaBaDaBaDo family keeps growing with the future.

ABOUT US
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Jabadabado was born out of unemployment. 

Most people are familiar with the happy expression “Jabadabado” from the Flintstones. To me 
Jabadabado stands for happiness. With our products, we want to share love and happiness 
among children and therefore I felt that the expression for happiness is just the right name for 
our business. 

OUR HISTORY
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BAKery &
ice cream

Who’s up for some freshly hot new baked cupcakes?  
Or maybe home made soft ice cream?

Have a seat in the kids Bakery and Ice Cream Bar 
and the children will serve the most mouthwatering things.

Today I will bake sweet cupcakes
for my best friends!

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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kitchen
With our adorable kitchen and wast selection 

of play food the children have 
everything they need to cook a delicious 

dinner for their whole family.



breakfast
Nothing beats breakfast in bed! 

A cup of coffee, a slice of bread, 
some milk and egg and you are

 all set for a great day!

Feel the wonderful smell 
of freshly baked bread!

Taste my delicious breakfast
with home made cherry marmelade!

9

NEW
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NEW
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let’s play
With our play food assortment we have everything needed 

for little ones to open up their very own café. 
Our lovely cupcakes are famous around the block!





PARTY
Hosting a party? Let’s do it with style! 

Our new party collection comes in black and 
white with golden details, adding that oh so 

glamourous atmosphere to the party. 
Cups, plates, party streamers and more,

 we got everything covered. 
Lets get the party started!
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

”CONFETTI”
Check our cool new Party Collection

”Confetti” 
White & Black with golden details!



Happy
birthday

Give the kids the coolest birthday party ever! 
The childrens birthday is the most 

important day of the year, 
at least if you ask them. 
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Time to celebrate the most exciting time in life! A baby shower is a 
great way to celebrate the mom-to-be. We have a wide selection 

of party supply to make an amazing babyshower. 
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Our lovely nihgt lamp will put
every baby into a peaceful sleep

IT’S A GIRL!
Within our assortment we have the most adorable 

products for the little baby girl & baby boy. NEW

NEW
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Children love carrying 

with their favourite toys!
With our adorable suitcases
hours of fun is guaranteed!
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TIME TO PLAY
Our new suitcase collection comes in the softest pastels with 

adorable animal prints. Store all your favourtie toys in our lovely 
suitcases and you always know where you have them.

NEW

NEW NEW





TIME 
TO PLAY

Our puzzles, games and educational toys will encourage 
both learning and problem solving and let children learn 

letters and numbers in an easy and fun way. 

g
earn 







My favorites
Cars, Cars,Cars!

Playing with cars never goes out of style. 
Our parking garage is a must for all those car crazy 
kids out there. Drive fast, compete in a car race, 

fuel, park and transport your cars with 
the coolest car toys. 



NEW



NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Each set is beautiful gift wrapped
and make a perfect gift.



time to eat
With our dinner sets the meals become a lot more fun!  Our lovely and playful designs add 
excitement to the meals. For the little ones learning to eat by themselves is a big step. 

NEW



time t0 explore
Let the baby explore the world in an exciting way! 

Our soft baby gym toys has interesting shapes, rattles inside and the stars are 
playing a lullaby. Easy to attach to our new stylish wooden baby gym.

NEW NEW



It is also a fun toy long after the child have learned to walk. Now to be packed
with the favoirte toys that wants to take a ride!





time to sleep
Our wooden mobiles features adorable little 

characters that amuse the baby. 
The music will help the little baby

to fall into deep sleep.

31

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



my new
BFF

NEW

forever 
You are my best friend!

A plush rocker will always become the childs favorite. 
It´s soft and comfortable to ride on and hug. They are so 
beautiful that parents vill be happy to have them anywhere 

at home. A lovely and appreciated gift 
that will make a huge success!
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NEW

NEW

Back to
Nature

Wood is our favourite material of all 
categories and the core in everyhting 
we do. It is natural and sustainable 

and symbolizes our high quality. 
We are proud to bring out the natural 
beautiful colors of wood in our new 

collection of toys and kids room decor. 
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Let’s get back to nature!
With wooden details we embrace the beauty of 
nature. Wood add warmth and a genuine feel. 

And of course it also looks stunningly 
beautiful together with white colors. 

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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black
&white

It doesn’t get any cooler than this! 
Our new black and white confetti teepee 

will be the center of attention in the 
children’s room. Complete the look with 
some black and white details like our 

cushions and storage bags.

NEW

38

NEW
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Wood is our favourite material of all categories 
and the core in everyhting we do. It is natural 
and sustainable and symbolizes our high quality. 
We are proud to bring out the natural beautiful 
colors of wood in ourcollection of toys and kids 
room decor. Together with black and white we 

have created a timeless collection.

NEW

NEW

NEWNEW



GREY
harmony

Add some elegance with grey. Grey is a soft color that 
goes well both in a nursery as in children’s room. 

And its easy to mix and match with almost any other 
color. Grey is simply the new white!

NEW
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Cool BLUE
Cool, calming and embraced as the color of 
heaven. The blue color is known to have a 

calming effect. Blue has always been a classic 
favorite color among kids. 

  
44

NEWW
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LOVELY PINK
We love pink!  Pink is a color that puts a smile on your face and it never goes 

out of style. There are no boundaries or limitation, each pink tone 
can easily be matched with each other. Add some white furniture 

and you have a timeless decoration. 

46

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

 K094 
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UNICORN
Entice the children’s room with some magic. 

The children’s room is a place for dreams to come 
true, where fantasy and imagination happens 

and everything is possible. Our new collection is 
elegant, whimsical and just oh so lovely.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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ALL 
PRODUCTS

 Playful home decor, colourful textiles, inspiring accessories 
and fun toys that will keep the children busy for hours. 

create a fun and stylish kids room. 
So let’s get creative and dig into our playful world!

from the biggest articles, to the smallest party picks....ENJOY!

 

NEW

         

 

HOUSESHELveS
in 2 different sizes.

for playing and 
organize your favorite things.
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NEW

teepee TENT
100x100x155cm

Made from recycled material.
A cosy corner for the kids or used for 
telling fairy tales but works equally 
well as a decorative item for the 
children’s room. A cosy hideaway 

and a very own world 
for the little ones.

The canopy has plenty of fabric that 
is slightly transparent and gives a 
rich and embroidered feeling and 

hangs beautifully.
Sleep tight and sweet dreams
under our lovely canopies...

canopy
H230cm

Made from recycled material.

NEW

NEW

100x100x155cm
Made from recycled material.

A cosy corner for the kids or used for 
yy

telling fairy tales but works equally
y

well as a decorative item for the 
g y qg y q

children’s room. A cosy hideaway 
and a very own world 

yy

for the little ones.
yy
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NEW



 

BENCH
A cute and practical storage bench 

children’s clothes as in the children’s room 

interior decoration as well as a seat 
wherever you decide to put it.
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WOODEN DECORATION
hang your favorite drawings or favorite photos...

or why not your small personal things...

ROUND BOX
in paper. 3 pcs/set
20cm. 16cm. 12cm. 

BOX
in paper. 
3 pcs/set

20cm. 16cm. 
12cm. 

STORAGE
in paper. 3 pcs/set
27cm. 24cm. 20cm 

54

NEW

in paper.
3 pcs/set

p pp p

0cm. 16cm.
pp

12cm.

BOX
in paper. 3 pcs/set
20cm. 16cm. 12cm. 

t

g y g p
or why not your small personal things...
y g pg



Cloth bunting

PILLOWCASE  40x40cm

STORAGE  H40cm Ø40cm

TEXTILES
Lovely textiles that§§§§§§§§§ §§     you can mix and match any way you 

like. Whether you like pastels, 
classical harlequin pattern or graphic black and white we have something for you. 

Combine cloth bunting, pillows and storage bags for a complete look. 

55



NIGHT LIGHT
powered by USB or batteries

  that’s included.
Calming night lights with the cutest design.

”Bad dreams go away...” 
”Good dreams here to stay”

MONEY BOX
in ceramic.

a perfect gift 
and 

a good start in life.
”Somewhere over the rain

bow...”

56

LED LAMPS
in wood. Powered by battery.

Stylish and pretty lamps with small 
bright spots. The lamps are ideal 

to have standing on the bedside table, 
in the window or just hanging on the wall.



   

GROWTH 
CHART

80 cm
A cute, large, wooden ruler
to hang on the wall in the

children’s room.
Measure the child’s length

between 75-155cm
 

hooks 
star

H 16cm 3pcs /set

hook 
H 14cm 2pcs /set

NEW

NEW

             

57



   

LANTERN
BALLOON

in paper. Ø 40 cm

LANTERN
round
in paper. Ø 50 cm

lightstring
in paper. 15 pcs LED lights

with battery.

58



Carpetø 75cm 0+

59

Pillow
35cm 0+

Blanket
100x70cm 0+

plush rattle
L23 cm  0+

m 0+



NEW

ROCKING ANIMAL
Seat height 31 cm

L70 cm  1+

BABY WALKER
Adjustable handle and brake.

44x31x46 cm  1+

plush rocker
Seat height 34 cm

L69 cm  1+
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CHILDRENS 
DINNERset

Set in plastic with anti-slip
and anti-drip lid.

CHILDRENS 
DINNERset

Set in porcelain 
with anti-slip

nice gift boxes...

NEW

NEW NEW
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Mobilearm in wood 
with 2 different lengths 

of the cribs at the market. 
H 60 cm

Mobilearm in wood
with 2 different lengthg

of the cribs at the marke
H 60 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



Musikmobil 
Musikmobil 

NEW
Musical MOBILE

foldable arm in plastic with clamp
for musical mobiles and musicals.

H 47 cm

63

LIMITED 
EDITION

LIMITED 
EDITION

MOBILE
Decoration mobiles for the smallest ones. 
Note that the mobile should be removed 

as soon as the child can reach it.

      



NEW

MUSICAL
0+

CRAZY ANIMAL
0+
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CUDDLE
0+

BOOK
Crinkly paper, 

beep sound and mirror.
11,5 cm  0+ PRAM 

RATTLE
0+

65

LIMITED EDITION

  

Wooden baby 
gym

L 61 W 48 H 54cm  
0+

NEW

NEW

    

NEW

NEW

  Hang our baby gym toys on the 
baby gym and it will keep your baby 

happy for hours!
22x13x22
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WOODEN Musical
”brahms Lullaby”

12 cm  3+
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 W7054 Zebra 

 

 

 

Pull
animal

1+

RATTLE
0+

Abc...
in a nice wooden box,

letters A-Z
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AIRPLANE
23x20 cm  18m+

pop car
13x8cm  1+

PARking garage
44,5x29x5x36cm  2+
3 cars, 1 helicopter

69

NEW



DOLLS
cute vinyl dolls 
with a soft body

L31 cm  1+

DOLLS
sweet soft dolls
L32 cm  1+

DOLL
HOUSE

with furnitures and 3 bears
30x25x26cm 3+

70
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my sweet little DOLL...



NEW

       

  

 

  

 

NEWN

      

NEW

 trolley
with 10 ice creams, 1 strawberry sauce and 1 scoop.

31x18x40cm  3+



NEW

    

   

  

  

  

 

 

PLAYING
CAKE
  ø18 cm  2+

kitchen
with pot and pan
55x30x80cm  3+

73
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NEW

NEW

NEW

Suitcase
2pcs/set 28cm.25cm

3+



  

 

 

piano
29x31x22,5cm  3+

XYLOPHONE
29x13cm  3+

DRUM
ø20cm  3+

TAMBOURINE
ø15cm  3+

MARACCAs
29cm  0+

GUITAR
60cm  3+

75

  



 

  

  

K560 1-10   

 
 

STACKING
CUBES 1-10

in paper.
How high can you stack?

76



 

 

 

 

Songbox 17x14 cm 
with 

swedish songs

77



 

 

BACKPACK

TROLLEY

TROLLEY
in PU plastic

with adjustable handles
and nametag
46x30x21 cm

78

LUNCHBOX
& 

BOTtLE 
16x11 cm and 3,5 dl

          
       

          
       

 
          

in strong canvas with adjustable handles
and nametag 34x25cm

in strong canvas and nametag
34x25cm

  
        

 

bucket H 16cm
shovel L 21cm

watercan H 16cm
18m+

 



BALANCE
BIKE

79

adjustable seat height 27-33 cm
3+

 

Pinwheel 
3+

NEW NEW

NEW



 

   

  

  

Z17163   

  

FLAGLINE
in paper. 

Decoratuon for the party
or as an interior for the

children’s room...

FLAGLINE 
mini

in paper. 54 pcs. 
. 

80
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Flagline
letters

in paper. 128 pcs.

FLAGLINE
in plastic. 21 pcs. 

. 

GARLAND
in paper. 36 pcs. 

. 
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Z17138                    

 

honeycombs
pompoms
table 
cover

130x80 cm

Blow the candles out and make a wish... 
 Candlestick

 

 

NEW

NEW

NEW



 

 

Z17147 lue 

Z17039 Z17040 

  

Z17130 Horn

STRAWS STREAMERS
in paper. 2 pcs/set

PARTY PICKS
16pcs/set

Z17148 Z17146 

STRAWS
8pcs/set

83

 

NEW

Balloons
a party without balloons

is not a party...

NEW

in paper. 24 pcs/set
NEW

Z17307  



  

 

CUPCAKE 
SET
24 pcs/set

FISH POND

84
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NEW
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CUPS
9 cm. 8 pcs/set

Plates
ø 23 cm. 8 pcs/set

napkins
16,5x16,5 cm 20 pcs/set

87

  NEWNEW

NEW
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PRODUCT SAfety
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
Quality is our top priority. We are proud to value quality in everything we do. We want to 
go against the throwaway trend within toys. That is why all our products are produced of 
carefully selected materials of highest quality. So they will become personal little treasures 
that will last and can be loved and cherished, generation after generation.

Design is our passion. Our design is timeless and playful with a focus on functionality. 
With lively colours and soft pastels, innovative and exciting patterns and shapes we have 
everything needed to create a stylish and happy kid´s room ready for some fun. We are also 
known for our beautiful and stylish packages, that makes our products lovely as a gift. 
Get creative…We hope you will be inspired!

Our most important task is to design and develop products that encourage children’s 
imagination and desire to play. A child's imagination knows few boundaries and fuelling it 
is one of the most important thing we can do. Children’s ability to create their own magic 
world is our greatest source of inspiration and we have many little reviewers that test and 
approve our products. To see children smile and laugh while playing with our toys is the 
best recognition we can ever get. 

It’s not a coincidence that we started to design toys, since we have been and always will be 
playful and young at heart! 
Calle & Eva Eliasson, founders of JaBaDaBaDo



contact
Varggatan 10
261 44 Landskrona Sverige
Tel: +46 418 23470
info@jabadabado.se
www.jabadabado.com  

Contact your local distributor to represent JaBaDaBaDo in your store. 

Hans-Jürgen Nitsch
info@Nitsch-HandelsAgentur.de
www.Nitsch-HandelsAgentur.de

LM CARDS SRL
lmcards@tin.it
www.lmcards.it

Trendysmyk Pawel Stworzyjanek
kontakt@jabadabado.pl
www.jabadabado.pl
  

TRONC JOCS, S.L.
pilar@troncjocs.com
gemma@troncjocs.com

ROOST TRENDS O.Roost AG
info@roost.ch
www.roost.ch
  

Have a look behind the scenes at JaBaDaBADo. Follow 
us on Instagram and get inspired and updated on new 
products.

Tag your moments with #jabadabado_se 
for a change to get featured on our Instagram account.

@JABADABADO_SE INSTAGRAM
FOLLOW

US 
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